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H.M.

and have alreadyI have read these notes with interest
was in fact.

rried out last November, (you were in UK of course.ca

records of the matter and the Pilot and

Engineers will no toibt remember much).

speed less than the critical sored of 20 knots for four hours

four hours before sunset and one hour in the middlesunrise,after

of the day when winds were -strongest(between 1 & 2 o.m. ). He had

sent it to the Controller of Communications on

October 15th. , 1952 with the remarks..

I
i. e.

And so a test was undertaken during the month of November.

Some Camp Stations were prepared to pass weather reports at

Olj.30 L.'.'.T.(all times quoted here are IL.H.T.) an ’ these were

collected throughout the month. A forecaster was on duty to talk
and again at l.JO in the morning. By;U.U5to the Pilot at

the Pilot had made up his mind and the work of implementing his
decision was begun. Two salient points(amon. st others) emerged:

(i) Because of the inadequ- cy of the slipway it was not

possible to undertake any early morning flyinr

two weeks in the month;

fo r
beaching the aircraft on return and, 1

both Pilot and ground staff kept standing byw ere for
long periods to - to say nothing of the factyno purpose

J

Z

*

told you that an investigation of the .type you suggest

So was H.E.

u

9 ?.b.

and when early flights were 
possible the tide was invariably unsuitable

p f o r

but there are some

a graph drawn and

” .1 think you will agree that it confirms what 
everyone has always believed - i.e. that the early morning 
winds are much lighter than those in normal working hours 
But it establishes much more than this: it shovs that the

| lighter .vinds persist for 5 hours after sunrisefi.e, U 
I Nours a "t. r dayligh'), which cives sufficient time to
|complete the- longest flights. It also shows that there is 
■another priod of light winds in the evening but that this 
starts only two hours or less before sunset and is 
therefore not usually long enough to complete 'Vest Falkland 
flights.----------I suggest th&t the analysis is sufficiently
convincing to make a or per trial ,orth while. This, I 
suggest, should b< done for one month--------- So far as the
M e t. 0 t f ice is c .»nd e r n e d I can arrange for a forecaster to 
be present in the evenings whi can give a preview about 
JO O'clock Stanley Time f ^r the followThn morning, and ~ 
a ga in in the rno mi ng galf on hour earlier than any t ake off 
t i m e you care to arrange.-------- •' " “*

.ILO. hnd extractions nade of the number of hours of wind

as a result,



trong day-time

rhereforewinds.
radically alter this aspect of the problem.

(ii) Although the limitations of the slipway
most obvious reasons for the failure of the

co his mind a ■out fl.vinr at 1 .15 he did not get

. 50. Assuming tiwthe task of calling the passengers

5 0’clock(which is about right),wa s u n de r ta ke n at
ho u r s the

delay mentioned in the third page of your notes,
and that is the real crux of the problem.

forecast at any time but, having regard7e
to the very limited information we have available I think it9

would be unreasonable to expect us to provide more than:
(a) A preliminary survey of next morning at about 9 or

L.f.T. 'The degree of confidence with which9. JO \ P.
this is given depends largely on the synoptic
situation.

(B) A forecast when we have received ?!
in the morning.

Any Camp observations before daylight would have little
value and we cannot therefore expect to have these before
sunrise minus JO. The Pilot could decide his programme and advise
the Air Service staff by sunrise minus 15 at the earliest and9

calling of passengers could
1£ hours later at sunrise plus 1 hour. The quiet spe'1 normally la s- '
for J hours after sunrise and any flight lasting more than about j

in fact,
gets caught out, or the wind continues light all day and flying

IIt may be argued then(with good reason) that the

i

another important lesson. Although the pilot rnaAe

commence. Take-off would normally follow

off the water till about 6.15 and one day it was

can provide a

2 hours would thus catch the aircraft in the Camp as the wind rose! 
This is, in fact, just what tends to happen - either the aircraft I

e moored out in the

there was therefore a dela ■ of 1|

f;
i!

some camo

- 2-
that the aircraft ha 1 to

were the

could have been undertaken in normal working hours.

The improvement of the slipway would

experiment, they should not be allowed to obscure



3
of ohe J*et. Officefurnda Rental difficulty lies in the inability
sufficient time.forecasters to provide

littleInformation from South /America (and sometimes there is very

and takes

about If hours to reach Camo reports areus.
get none from one morning till the next. Can we reasonably be
expected to forecast in the afternoon for the next morning on
such a basis? I don’t think so! Even if a reliable forecast
could always be provided from the 7 O’clock L.M.T. observe tions

from the coast,would it be of such great value - it is difficult
t/ get it out before 10 O’clock Stanley Time and passengers who
had to be an again at 5.30 might not take kindly to having to
stay in neighbours’ houses till a late hour waiting for a telephone

?
point - the critical .vind-speed for the operation of the aircraft
(20 knots) is just about 2 knots more than the average wind speed

be provided in plenty time then, but it must also be/quite
remarkable accuracy. In the circumstances it just can’t be done.

To give rn aviation forecast of any reliability I think we must

few Camp observations and a oilot balloon ascent if cloudhave a
permits(which is by means always). At present that is notno
before about 8.J5(the current arrangement of 8.15 is satisfactory)

1 don*’t see how it can ever be before about half an hourand

after dawn. And, if this v?a s done with two forecasters it would mean

being up on duty till midnight, or by 1 a. m. , every day during the

However the fact remains that,’’Very wea rying”. during the summer,

Northwesterly weather, in which the daytime winds are regularly

about 25 knots and the weather almost perfect. If the air service

operate in the early morning, or in winds over 20 knots,does not

hours of lost flying time mount steadily.

Coax'* > . •. .

Hot only must the forecast
- .of.

of it) reaches us for 2 O’clock and 7 o’clock daily
sna smodie and we often

we do get periods of several days(sometimes several weeks) of

for the hours :n the middle of the day.

a reliable forecast in

summer. As you rightly say, it can be done but it would be

then it doesn’t operate at all, the waiting list piles up and the

call - not everyone has a ’phone in Stanley. There is another



- k~
i

If this happens around(for example) Christmas when many people
want to travel, it tends to bring the Service into disrepute
and people are
spending very large sums on an Air Service which doesn’t fly.

set out appear to preclude regular early morning flying there
may still be virtue in even closer examination of all the
relevant problems by a Committee including yourself, the Pilot,

at least one Engineer, couple of

members .vho won’t have preconceived ideas or axes to grind. The

amount of meteorological information available is very

considerable and I can have it examined and presented in many

I locked into the question today

of how much more flying .vould b» possible if you raised the

wind speed from 2C to 25 knots. I examined all the

observations made during 1952 at 2 xm. (which is just about

the windiest time of the day). I found that the J<66 days in the year

were divided as follows:

yiMD SPEED

<20K. > 25K21 -,25K

61232 73

The raising of the critical figure would therefore allow a 32%

increase in days flovn- but only if the number of days lost

To satisfy myself on this point, I then threw out all therange.

occasions in the first two ranges when the cloud base was less than

1500 feet or visibility less than IO miles. This reduced the

figures to

-71 ND SPEED

21-2J5K
47

<20K 
' /bo

”independent”

very naturally prone to complain that we are

During these periods it seems to me that there is strong

ry self and (say) a

"Crit ical”

through weather, low cloud etc., was not greater in the higher speed

justification for making very strenuous efforts to increase the
number of hours flown. Although the arguments ycu(and I) have

different ways, As an example,
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5

in

critical figure was 25certainly short oeriods in the na st when the

knots instead of 20. there no| hope that, as the Pilot gainsIs

experience in the operation of the Beaver, he would he prepared to

consider something on these lints?

That is merely an example of the kind of thing we

so please let me Know

call for Camp reuorts and whether special early morning watches will

be necessary for the forecast rs.

passengers a year, you could then carry j60 more passengers

normal hours. Is this quite out of the question? - there were

with the business as we should decide whether(and, if so, when) to

can do(and may be of no practical value)

what further information I con get out. I am anxious to get on

and the increase is still over 30%. If at present you fly 1200
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H.C.S.

F.I.fl.A.S.

>

The Committee should sit as early as possible.

5 2he Committee need not concern itself with mat
ters of supply or works (e.g.slipway extension) which have 
already been arranged for.

Ihe question of bow we are lo secure more flying 
hours and thus run a more satisfactory service for the 
public has been argued for the past three years and,more 
intensively during recent weeks in the representations 
made by H/M,Pilot,Ground Staff ,Ag. C.M.O.and yourself.
The argument goes round and round like a Tibhetan prayer 
wheel and gets us no forrader. It is unfortunate that we 
did not ask Liet/Lygo to study the situation and give us 
the benefit of his experience and advice earlier;I would 
add,however,that what he says echoes very much what was 
siad to ^e by both levers and Fowler.
2 Briefly,weather conditions being what they are in
ihe Falklands,it is quite impossible to draw up any depend
able schedule of flights and we must therefore make the 
most of every bit of flying weather and take an easv on 
the days - and they are many - when no flying is possible. 
This means,inevitably,that Sunday-where not more than four 
days in the week have been operational-must be regarded as 
a ’’flying day$! though not, I agree,a normal working day.
3 Various suggestions have been made as lo how more
effective use can be made of the hours available - early 
flying,two flights a day,raising of the critical wind 
factor and so forth;as to the last an enquiry should be 
addressed at once to deHavilland’s (Toronto) and I have 
myself written to Captain leversjjof the Naval Flying Branch. 
As to the other matters, I wish^uhese to be looked into 
by a Committee under your chairmanship,comprising CMC, 
Mr Mortimer (if you think that a disinterested scientifi
cally trained person would be useful),SMO,Mr Hardy (as a 
Member of Leg.Co.),H/M and Pilot. Terms of referenced

u th?
"To enquire/and advise upon what steps can 

be taken to insure that maximum use is made 
of available flying hours.”

4 The Air Service is one of the most vital services
in the Colony and capable of conferring a greater benefit 
<bn the people than almost any other;but to do this it must 
give the maximum effective service which,as things are here, 
requires that all concerned with it should forget about 
statutory hours and the like and be prepareel to make the 
most of "every unforgiving minute”. They are members of a 
SERVICE,with all that that implies,and not of a commercial 
organisation:the Government has done and will continue to 
do all that it can to make their task easier and looks to 
them,with confidence,to build for FIGAS the repuation we 
would all wish it to enjoy. cooky a M- .

19th October
UMX ww < ff**”**^ jfl1



CONFIDENTIAL. 27th October, 1953*

Sir,

some time here recently testing the Beaver

The Managing Director
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(Sgd) 0. Campbell.
COLONIAL SECRETARY.
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I am,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Colonial Secretary’s Office*
Stanley, Falkland Islands.
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The De Havilland Aircraft of Canda Limited., 
Postal Station,

Toronto,
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I am directed by His Excellency to seek your advice on a problem 
connected with our Government Air Service and the Beaver sea-plane 
recently purchased from your Company.

U2. The main obstacle to regular flying in this Colony £pe the high 
winds prevailing and it would be much appreciated if you could advise on 
the critical wind speed at which the Beaver could safely be flown by not 
very experienced pilots.

3. At present the fiir Service pilots are working on a critical wind 
speed of 20 knots and it is impossible for the layman to know whether or 
not this could reasonably and safely be increased.

Mr. Fowler who spent some time here recently testing the Beaver 
would be able to supply you with full details of the local conditions.



,27th . Getober-

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject

report on the meeting held on 26th October,I enclose a draft
to discuss F.i.ChA.S. flying operations and would be grc-teful if you could
indicate if it accurately represents the views of the Committee.

Chairman,

CC-G

MEMORANDUM.

To*. Hon. Senior Med,ical.....Q.fficer......
Hon. Hr. A.L. Hardy, B.E.II., J.P. 7
Ag. Chief Hete6rolog.i.cal...0fficer,/Y
Hr. Mortimer,'*

’Harbo.ur...Haster.J....z.........
, .me Pilot, T-'Tf,'jpy~

xo.
It is requested 

U^t, in any refer- 
to this memo

randum the above 
number and the 
date may be quoted.

19^.

From: The -Colonia.l -Secreta.-ry.
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Present:

Tenos of Reference.
To enquire into and advise upon what .steps can be taken

to ensure that maximum use is made of available flying hours.

Members were acquainted with the substance of the
minutes leading up to the establishment of this Committee
and after discussion the Committee accepted the Pilot’s
statement that he was unable to undertake more than one
major flight per day say of J - p hours duration. As it will
be some time before the Harbour master is competent to take

the Committee approached the
problem on the assumption that only one major flight per
day was practicable.

After further discussion the Committee considered that
better use could be made of the available flying hours in the
foil owi ng way s

(a) Extension or improvement of Slipway facilities.
1 agreed that this was essential as not only flying

days but also working hours for the ground staff
were wasted at present.

Mr. Hardy was very dubious of the proposed methods

He also pressed for the highest priority to be

accorded to the work.

F. I. G-. A. S. Flying Operations.

I have the honour to forward the report and recommen-

1955.
dations of a Committee meeting held in the Colonial Secretary’s

Your Excellency,

of improvement and considered that a fir ■
cradle or platform/was the only practical solution9

Hon. Colonial Secretary.
Hon. Senior Medical Officer.
Hon. Mr. A.L. Hardy, B.E.H., J.P., 
Ag. Chief Meteorological Officer.
Hr. Mortimer.
Harbour Master.
Pilot.

Office on the 26th of October,

his turn with the Beaver,



(b) Dav/n flying.

The Committe considered that it was reasonable for

F.I.G.A.S. to put in bursts of a week to a fort

night’s dawn flying in the rush seasons (Christmas

waiting list of passengers

staff should, obtain compensatory . holi-F.I.G.A.S
days when the arrears were wiped off.

(c) Meteorological.
The establishment of a small meteorological
station as far west as possible would, greatly
assist the Pilot to reach his flying decisions.
In. the meantime Acting Chief
Officer promised to carry out in
Stanley to see if he could relate early morning
balloon observations to the mid-day wind speed.

(d) Sunday flying.
wide divergence of opinion. The

Pilot was firmly opposed to Sunday flying except
for medical and Council priorities and though
the Committee felt that Sunday flyin
occasions was desirable it was very difficult
to arrive at a formula for compensatory time
off which in their opinion was essential.
An equitable suggestion put forward was that
after non-priority Sunday flying Monday should
be a day off but could this be reconciled if

practice of trying to relate irregular flying
does not a

set formula further confuse the issue?
of opinion finally inclined to aThe consenus

vaguer recommendation of Sunday flying during

rush periods with compensatory time off.

Meteorological
Vv' V-Cy. v J

There was a

g on other

conditions to regular office hours,

etc.) or when for other reasons there was a long

Monday proved to be a perfect flying day? Also,
as the root of the whole problem was the present



r » 4
(e ) Passengers.

The Committee accepted the pilot’s assurance
that no flying time was unnecessarily wasted
embarking and disembarking passengers in the
Camp nor under the present arrangements in Stanley
whereby passengers are collected at the Government
Jetty.

I have the honour to be,

Your obedient servant,

colonial SECRETARY.

Sir,
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H.O.S.
A

H.M.
23/XI.

H-C-S.

C>d

6?

The Auster will be ready for flying next week. As soon as she has been air tested I am-commencing the work of taking 
photographs of the settlements for the gazetteer as directed, by 
H.E. I have co-opted the assistance of the Boys Brigade (the over 
sixteen year olds; and intend to take these photos during early 
morning flights. The boy will operate the camera, which is very 
simple. He will also assist me to launch the aircraft so that the 
other members of the Air Service staff will be available for routine 
flying later in the day. If this experiment works out as I hope, 
then the others members of the staff should be able to see for 
themselves the advantages of an early start - if it doesn’t work 
then we shall have some evidence to go on and no one will be any 
the worse off. This experiment should be completed before the 
Xmas rush period starts, and will prove whether it’s worth putting 
on a full-scale dawn flying operation during that period.

I't



23.XI.aide memoire.

P) = h

2) = 39

1.5) = 18.55

r

x

When, k is
V is

--F is

In other words, the maximum wave height likely to he encounterd 
under those conditions will be approximately 39 inches.

With a 15 knot wind speed and a mile fetch, we get

As, on ;
the aircraft during a normal flight is approximately 1-g- miles,

Giving us a maximum wave height of approximately 18 inches for 
those conditions.

O.78(V x

k(V x

0.78(25 x

0.78(15 x

It therefore requires approximately a 30 knot wind to raise 
a wave of 2 feet with a one mile fetch. For a 2 mile fetch we find

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WAVE HEIGHT, WIND SPEED AND FETCH.

There is obviously a formula from which the wave height can 
be calculated for given wind speeds and fetch. Basically the 
wave height varies with the wind speed and fetch, and for wind 
speeds up to 45 knots, with a fetch up to 5 nautical miles, the 
following formula appears to be approximately correct.

Using this formula it is possible to calculate the wind speeds 
with varying fetches at which the wave height will reach a certain 
given maximum, and taking this maximum as 24 inches, we get, with 
a 1 mile fetch of wind,

As an example, with a 25 knot wind and a 2 mile fetch, we get

a constant at approximately 0.78 
the wind speed in knots, _ the fetch in nautical milesand, h is the height between trough and crest expressed in inches.

Of course this formula leaves out of account the effect of
1 tide against the wind’ which tends to markedly increase the

. wave height, but it nevertheless can be used as a rough working guide to ascertain the probable wave height under given conditions.

In this case only a 15 knot wind is required to produce a wave 
with a height of 2 feet.

0.78(V x 1) = 24
V = 30.77 (approx.)

2) = 24
V = 15.32 (approx)

an average, the fetch of wind on the harbours used by 
rftiri-inrr o nni'ima’l -Plnrrh-f’ la avA^Yi^v-i + -»r "I J_

and the limiting safety wave is 2 feet, for these average landing 
places it is possible to calculate the limiting wind speed as 
follows

0.78(V x 1.5) = 24
V = 20.51 (approx.)

Which gives a limiting wind speed of 20^ knots.
But it must be remembered that this calculation only gives 

us the maximum wave height possible with a wind of the given speed 
and fetch: by no means every wave is of this height (nor even one 
wave in sevenj). The average wave height is approximately 2/3 of 
the maximum wave height, and so the wind speed to produce an 
average wave height of 24 inches with a 1^- mile fetch is found to 
be
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0.78(V x 1.5) = 36
V = 30.77 (approx.)

This shows that it requires a wind speed of 30^ knots to 
produce an average wave height of 2 feet.

The other variable factors which should .be considered in this 
argument which have not so far been introduced are:-

(a) the ’gustiness’ of the wind, which may produce a stall 
near the surface, and consequent damege to the undercarriag

It follows from all this, that if the limiting safety wave 
height for a given aircraft is 2 feet, then it is possible that 
landing and take-off operations become dangerous at 20^ knots 
with a la mile fetch, but that the chances of this are very remote. The danger factor advances steadily through varying degrees until 
at a speed of 30j it becomes probably dangerous to land or take-off with that fetch of wind.

(b) the tidaj effect in building up a wave’s height when the 
tide is running against the wind, and

(c) variations in the winds fetch over the open water. In the 
calculations above to establish the limiting wind speed 
to produce a wave height of 2 feet, a constant fetch of 
li nautical miles has been assumed. Obviously, if this is 
decreased, then the limiting wind speed is increased and 
vice versa.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to lay down that in 
wind speeds above a certain value the aircraft must land 
and take-off within a certain safe maximum distance from 
the windward shore, since another variable is then 
encountered, namely, the height of the windward terrain, 
which limits the safe overshooting distance, or in the 
case of a take-off, the safe engine failure on take-off 
margin. It is also to a certain extent dependent upon the 
load of the aircraft.
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MEMORANDUM.
.19 53.9th December

The Colonial Secretary?To:

Prom: Hi s...Exoe1.1 e_ncy the 'Gove rno r , Stanley.

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject F ly i ng 0 p e r a t i o n s.F. I.G.A. S

Fh
GOVERNOR.

/
I
li

no. 0270/g.
It is requested 

that, m any refer
ence to this memo- 

\jUrandum the above 
Wr'1 umber and the 

date may be quoted.

The question of how we are to secure more flying hours 
ancl thus run a more satisfactory service for the public has been 
argued for the past three years and has recently been the subject 
of an investigation by a representative committee.

I am satisfied that with weather conditions being what they 
are in the Falkland islands it is quite impossible to draw up 
any dependable schedule of flights and that we must, therefore,, 
utilise every bit of flying weather vouchsafed to us and take an. 
’’easy” on the days - and they are many - when no flying is 
possible.

.’ill you please bring this to the notice of all FIGAS 
staff.

The service can therefore only operate as an irregular one 
and its efficiency must in consequence depend on the keenness, 
energy and drive of the pilots and ground staff to whom it is 
quite impossible to offer normal office hours and working days, 
in short there can be no place for "clock-watching" in the 
o r g an i z a t i o n.

The Air Service is one of the most vital institutions in 
the Colony and capable of conferring a greater benefit on t.he 
people than all .ost any other: but to do this it must give the 
maximum. effective service which) as things are here, requires 
that all concerned in it must be prepared ”to make trie most of 
every unforgiving minute". They are members of. a SERVICE,• with 
all that that i plies, and not of a commercial organization; 
the Government has done and. ".••ill continue to do all that it can 
to make their task easier ’and looks to them, with confidence, 
to build for FIGAS* ths reputation we would all wish it to enjoy.
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14-th December, 53-
The Harbour Master,To:

From: Stanley.

(Sgd.) C. Campbell
Colonial Secretary.

I am to invite your attention to the attached copy of a 
minute addressed to me by His Excellency the Governor.

The Colonial Secretary,



The

POSTAL STATION L. TORONTO

November 11, 1953.
C onfidential

6Dfc

Your Ref: 0270/F

Dear Sir:

We feel that perhaps it is best to rely on the 
judgment of the pilot, provided you have confidence in his all-round 
ability and his common sense.

The Colonial Secretary,
Stanley,
Falkland Islands.

DEL HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
OF CANADA LIMITED

HP

We have your letter of October 27th, and we 
notice from the report of our pilot Fowler, who spent some time with 
you, that the main weather problem is high winds and rough water 
conditi ons.

3—

'5
Wr

J:

£ St*
f-

It is almost impossible to lay down any fixed 
rule for carrying on flying operations with any aircraft, as so much 
depends upon the availability of some shelter, the experience of the 
pilot, and the docking facilities. Operations are carried on in many 
parts of Canada in much higher winds than 20 knots and again at other 
times, in other places, the limiting wind is about 20 to 25 knots. The 
main advantage of the Beaver is that it will land and take off in a small 
area and usually some sheltered spot can be found from which the * 
Beaver can operate. In most places of importance?floating docks are nofe 
available, usually in a jeasonably_sheltered place, and this makes the 
docking and handling of the aircraft practical even under quite rough 
conditions. I understand from Fowler that you do not have floating 
docks and that the main slipway at the base is concrete, which is liable 
to cause damage to the floats in a rough sea. Most slipways in Canada 
are constructed of wood, which is not so liable to cause damage to the 
floats and once the aircraft is brought to the slipway it can be pulled up 
on the wooden planking, clear of the water, without having to put on the

< beaching wheels. The floats slide well on the wet wood.
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THE PE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT OF CANADA, LIMITED

CHD: mw
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Many times it is possible to operate in Canada in the
• early morning where operations have to be suspended in the 

middle of the day, and it might be worthwhile considering 
some such arrangement if it can be adapted to your particular 
requirements.

(Sgd) C.H. Pickins, 
Sales Director.

Yours very truly,

I regret we cannot give you any specific ruling op the matter for the reasons explained herein.



FLYING operations.

with the Auster and once with the Beaver.

P* 85O! in twelve months.
rz- q -j._i.oG, but could not be confirmed as no figures of actual
kA I bakings received, as opposed to passengers flown, has been kept.
7 During January the Air Service carried 155< there were 15 cancellation 

owing to alternative means of transport being found, and there were 
.17 passengers still awaiting their flight at the end of the month.
^The actual passenger potential was therefore 187, of whom 0^% were 

flown. Bookings for 52 flights for February have already been received 
(a considerably higher number than were on hand at the beginning of 
January) and in consequence the passenger potential for this month may 
be expected to be as high as that for last. As this is the busy 
season on the farms, campers may be regarded as travelling as little 
as possible during this part of the year, and in consequence the 
number of bookings received sho Id not be regarded as exceptional.

8 It therefore app ars that the estimate of 2,000 potential passengers 
I per annum is, if anything, erring on the conservative side.

Auster Operations. An interesting and to me pleasing result of 
the experimental month has been the success of backing up the normal 
Beaver flying-with the Auster. Auster passengers (38) accounted for 
approximately 25% of the grand total, and its effect was really 
even greater since the Beaver numbers would have been red.uced had 
more short hauls been included in its flights. Flying hours for both 
|aircraft were approximately the same (Auster 33 hours, Beaver ^4, hours) 
|and this is an average figure for a month1s flying - the number of 
days on which flying was carried out was lb, and the weather during 
January was, if anything, slightly below average so far as pleasantness 
for flying was concerned.

These observations are in effect a follow-on from the pre ■ 
lengthy and exhaustive discussions which culminated in the forma ' 
of an independent committee to examine and advise upon Air Service 
operations. I will not pretend that the actual advice received was 
of any great value: however, the general airing of opinions did give 
us something to work upon, and a particular ef fort has been made in 
the eriod since the Christmas holidays to find out exactly what can 
be achieved. This experiment has confirmed some theories and exposeo. 
the fallacies in others.

Passenger Potential. In the previous discussions I argued that 
'the potential number of passengers available to the Air Service was 

./<• ’ approximately 2,000 per annum, of whom we have never flown more than
/A 7^ 85O! in twelve months. This estimate was based upon experience with 

Jaitins nst

Out-of-hours Flying. During the previous discussions the question 
of out-of-hours flying was considered, and although no firm 
reccommendation was made to the Air Service, it was rather vaguely 
suggested that something might be done. During January quite a large 
amount of flying outside regular working hours was tried - sometimes 
unintentionally when the flights took longer than anticipated, and 
sometimes deliberately. This type of flying can be divided under 
three heads:-

(a) Sunday Flying. Flying was done on one Sunday during the 
month: there were no great difficulties about it, but the following 
observations were noted. As there is no R/T schedule with the camp 
on a Sunday, it is difficult to change a flight plan at the last 
moment as can be done on a weekday: it was found impossible to 
contact the W/T station that day to take over the R/T watch during 
the lunch-hour, with the result that if both aircraft are flying 
the clerk is liable to lo^se his lunch, as no relief can be given 
him. Staff involved during Sunday flying are:- Pilot(s), Engineers, 
Coxswain, Labourer, Clerk, Harbour Master.

(h) Early Morning Flying. This was tried on several occasions 
with the Auster and once with the Beaver. Its success is dubious, 
since on only one occassion was a flight made when it was impossible 
to” fly during the remainder of the day, and upon another occasion 
when” an early start was made, flying conditions during the afternoon 
were very much better than earlier in the day. On the other hand, it 
was found to be very much smoother flying in the early hours, and as 
the Auster only requires the pilot and his passenger to launch, it 
is with that aircraft and for short flights, worth while. Its adoption 

J for lone* flights is not recoommended. If it is to become a regular 
thing, then something must be done about the night operator on the 
telephone exchange, since he is not always on duty.
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Results.

£28068 £602 14155 14
term Average’The

but does not include

Revenue.
January. Average.January.

Flying Days.
J anuary. Average.

It is in the Colony’s interest that we should, 
grateful for your observations on this point.

Passengers Carried.
Average.

Time In Lieu. As an integral part of the suggestion that out-of- 
hours flying should be carried out, the committee advised that time in 
lieu should be given to the staff who were working an undue amount of 
overtime hours. The experiment this month has proved that the Air Service 
can in fact greatly increase its efficiency by working longer hours than 
normal - the result has in fact been most surprising - but it has not 
solved the difficulty of time in lieu. I attach my personal working 
hours for January, and if time in lieu is to be granted, I start next 
month with two weeks holiday! Admittedly my hours were longer than 
anyone else’s, but the clerk did almost thirty hours overtime and was 
only given three hours off in lieu, and members of the Air Service were 
given 4 hours to make up for the overtime they had done, which must have 
been well over thirty. As things stand, time in lieu is impossible, 
on non-flying days there is the maintenance work to be carried out, 
and for the clerk and I the office work to be done. We based the 
idea of time in lieu on the fallacy that there would be slack periods: 
so far as I can see, these are most unlikely to occur. I cannot 
personally see any way around this partic lar difficulty. If we cut 
down to routine hours, the passengers carried during the month would 
fall to approximately 90 - about 60% of what can be managed by working 
the extalr time. This would be a pity, but if time in lieu is impossible, 
then it is unfair to expect one section of the Civil Service to continue 
indefinitely working hours which are 25% longer than the rest of the 
service. This time factor is vital, and will have to be solved if we 
are to continue operating at the high level attained during January, 

and I would be very

has been taken over the period during which 
the Air Service has possessed a large aircraft, 
times when no flying was being done owing to pilot sickness or other 
causes. In other words, it is the average we have achieved during 
a flying month in the past.

(c) Evening Flying. This was done during the month owing o 
“lights taking longer than were expected. Both pilots preier 
during the evening to the early morning, since the weather is aimo^u 
invariably improving at that time of'day. It is also very much easie_ 
to organise a flight in the evening than in the early part of tne day, 
because everyone is up and about already.

In the pervious discussions out-of-hours flying was suggested for 
periods when the waiting list was long - I believe the figure of fifty 
waiting passengers was suggested as constituting a long list. On this 
basis, it appears that the Air Service would be committed to out-of-hour 
flying for ever more, since there were scarcely any days during January 
on which the list was less than fifty passengers awaiting a flight in 
the near future.
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Going back to the current list of waiting passengers 
consider Barton and Harding as worthy candidates, 
booked so well in advance with comendable foresight

H.CoSo

rs( 2 9 APR 1954

carried in A >ril, 
on our list on 26th April, 
current week (their names are shown in red for clarity). I can 
never make up my mind whether this particular situation is 
heartening or disheartening - probably it would be worse if we had 
too feV/ pass enge r s

But the increase in passengers carried, which has been 
achieved very largely because we do not now have to waste Beaver 
flying time on short, uneconomical flights which can be done by 
the A s ter, has, if anything, increased the demand for flights, 
with the- net result that passengers still have the same waiting 
periods as before to put up with. In fact, we se< m to be attempting 
to plumb a bottomless pit so far as passenger demand is concerned - 
bottomless with present resources that is.

Up to Monday we had flown 106 passengers during this month 
and in the preceeding four months (December - March) we flew 
509 passengers, so the tot'1 carried between 1st December and 
25th April was 615 altogether, and it is interesting to note how 
favourably this figure compares with the 753 passengers carried 
during the whole of 1953 - in other words by the end of May we 
shall have carried as many in six months as ue carried in the 
pre vious twe1ve.

With reference our conversation regarding Air Service 
bookings, herewith the state of the union at the beginning of 
current week.

It will not be quite so simple as it looks on the face of 
in fact I see thunderstorms ahead - but it is worth a trial.

, I would 
although as they 

, they are in 
fact at the top of the list and in consequence priority would not 
be necessary: also J.Barnes, who wants to go out and inspect some 
jetties at Fitzroy, Teal Inlet & Douglas Station - as he wants to 
go early in the morning, he also will probably get away before he 
is really due, but this ' ould be a justifiable case for a modified 
priority. But also on the list you will note Mr Finlayson and 
family who wish to get back to Port Stephens where he is manager. 
If we have a modified priority scheme running, he might claim" 
that his presence on the farm is urgently required, but I should 
be opposed to a priority in this case since he came to Stanley 
for pleasure and not business, and furthermore his pleasure was 
arranged some weeks ago, so his return flight could have also been 
booked well in advance. Incidentally, Mr Finlayson has not be n

The attached list g ves a good idea of the sort of situation 
the Air Service is constantly faced with. Bearing in mind the 
figures mentioned above and in particular the 106 passengers already 

you will notice that there are 119 flight bo -kings 
of whom 61 wish to be flown during the

However, as you suggest there is a case for trying to improve 
the service by introducing a modified priority flight for business 
reasons so that persons with urgent business to complete are not 
unduly delayed by having to await their turn, but I agre- with you 
that this is not a decision which I can make personally - I have 
not minded in the past doing so occas/ionally unofficially in 
exceptional circumstances, but as a routine it would I am confident 
be a bad principle - and in any case I would not be prepared to 
accept the responsibility, so we need n-t discuss it further. I 
imagine that in fact these modified priorities w uld be comparative! 
infrequent - perhaps three or four per month - and in consequence 
they would not seriously upset our normal flying programme, but 
they would assist genuine business interests to get their work 
done quickly. I think the best sort of committee we could have 
to vet applications would be yourself, assisted by the Secretary 
S.O.A. and myself, with applications sent to you.



H. M.

Spying to push himself in any way - I am merely using him as 
convenient example on the current list.

other pilot, 
to little or

It may ‘become necessary to reconsider this latter point once 
again if it is found imposr ible for me to keep up the present scale 
of Auster flying, as it would then mean that our monthly average, 
would almost certainly drop to about 80 - 90, and in consequence 
the gap between passengers booked and carried would become excessive. 
I am not contemplating cutting out my flying in the near future, 
but as I have in the past five months flown more hours than the 

there can be no question but that either he is doing 
I am doing too much’ However, this need not arise yet.

Beyond giving a modified priority to bona fide business 
flights, I cannot personally see how we can do very much to improv^ 
the method of carrying passengers - I feel it would be an unjustixi- 
le interference with the freedom of the individual if wc enquire^ 
why each person is flying, and apart from that, the difficulty of 
deciding whether a bridesmaid should be carried in preference to 
a person attending the May Ball would be almost insuperable - in fact 
I would suggest that the present system be continued with the 
exception of business flights, since the other categories are so 
extremely varied. It would also mean that the committee would have 
to make out the flight plans, which would entail daily me- tings 
after flying for the day is completed - an imposeible idea.



<;ir service.FALKL-.NT ISLANDS GOV3RN MI^T
DATE.TO.DATE? NAME. FROM.

EEDICjiL FLIGHTS.
9.526,4 StanleyMrs Short Salv dor

PASSENGER FLIGHTS.

V. Goodwin2

B. McLaren

ch

Bay

S.P.
S.P.6.4

7.4

West Point 
San Carlos 
West Point
Stanley
Weddell
Stanley
Hill Cove 
Teal Inlet 
Stanley
Douglas
Stanley
Dunnose Head 
Port Howard

Stanley
Stanley

Pebble
Stanley
West Point
Stanley
Stanley
Teal Inlet
Stanley
North Arm

Stanley
Stanley
Stanley

Mrs
Mrs
Mrs

Port Howard 
Weddell 
Salvador 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Fox Bay 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Port Howard 
Port Howard 
Stanley 
Darwin 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
North Arm 
Douglas 
Stanley 
San Carlos 
Stanley 
Port Howard 
Stanley 
Darwin 
Walker Cre.-k 
Salvador 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
P.S.C.
San Carlos 
Fox Bay 
Hill Cove 
Rot Cove 
Stanley 
Ajax Bay

3.5
3.5
29.4
S.P.
S.P.

13.3
16. 3
21. 3
23.3 .
24.3
24.3
26. 3
29. 3
29. 3
30. 3
4.4
5.4

3.5
31. 5
19.5 .
S.P.
S.P.
S.P.
S.P.
S.P.
29.4
S.P.
1.5
12. 5
12. 5
S.P. .
2 days lat
S.P.
S.P. 
S.P. 
S.P.
2.7
22.5
28. 5
20. 5 
S.P.
15.6

S.P.
S.P.
3.5
S.P.
S.P.
5.6
1.5
21.5
28.5
30.4 
S.P.

4.5
4.5
3.5
14. 5
4.5
29.4
4.5

8.4
12.4
13.4
24.4
14.4
14.4
14.4
14.4
14.4
17.4
17.4
17.4
17.4
17.4
17.4
17.4
17.4
17.4
17.4
22. 4
2 .4
22.4
22.4
22.4
2: . 4
23.4
23.4
23.4
23.4
24.4
24.4
26.4
26.4
26.4
26.4
26.4
26.4
26.4

Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
San Carlos 
North Arm 
Port Stephens 
Stanley 
North Arm 
Chartres 
North Arm 
Port Howard 
Douglas 
Stanley 
Darwin 
Stanley 
Darwin 
Saunders 
Horseshoe 
North Arm 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Douglas 
Stanley 
San Cralos 
Stanley 
Salvador 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Speedwell 
Ajax Bay 
West Point 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Stanley 
Ajax Bay 
Stanley

A. Monk
A. Barton & H. Harding 
6 passengers
Miss A. Jones, Mrs E.Lyses, 
W.Poole
Mr & Mrs McGill & 2 ch 
6 passengers 
Mr & Mrs Blake
B. Hardy 
B.Hardy

Lewis & ch, 
J. Rowlands 
C. Harrison & ch, 

T. Skilling 
Mr & Mrs F.Johnson 
B.Barnes, Mr, Mrs & Hiss 
LLammossa & ch, E.Lee, 
ToShorey 
Mr & Mrs K.McGill & 3 ch 
Miss N.Pitaluga 
Mrs R. Be ms ten 
Mrs R.Goss 
Mr & Mrs R.Finlayson & 
H. H.Duncan 
Mrs & Miss Andreason 
R. Hansen 
Mr & Mrs A. Smith 
Mr & Mrs Lewis & ch 
M. Lewis 
Mrs Lewis & ch 
Rev F.McWhan 
Rev F.McWhan 
P.Robertson & R.McRae 
Mrs H.McLeod & ch 
Murdoch 
Mrs Blakely & 2 ch 
P.Duncan 
Mr & Mrs E. Johnson 
Mr & Mrs E. Johnson 
4 Bonners 
D.Stratton 
F. J. Le c 
Mrs Bound 
Mr & Mrs Ingram 
Mr & Mrs J.Perry 
Mrs L.Turner 
Mr & Mrs P. Smith & ch 
A.Chileno 
H.Napier 
A.Tritton 
D.Stratton 
M.Evans 
V. Goodwin 
Miss K. Smith 
Father Callaghan 
Father Callaghan



S.P.
1.5
S.P.26.4

26.4 Mrs J.Blyth 
E.Barnes

Stanley
Stanley

Mrs A. P italuga
Mr & Mrs H.Cartnell & ch
A. POrter
R.Walmesley
Mrs J. Rowalands & ch
Mrs R.Goss
Haddon
J.Barnes

Rincon Grande
Stanley
Pebble
Pebble
North Arm
North Arm
Bleaker
Stanley

Stanley
Walker Creek
Stanley
Stanley
Stanley
Stanley
Darwin 
Fitzroy,

T.I., Douglas 
San Carlos 
Fitzroy

26.4
26.426.4
26.o
26.4
26.4
26.4
26.4

3. 5
S.P.s.p. r h
22.5 O IL
2.6
10. 5
S.P.
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From:-

To:- COLONIAL SECRETARY

FALKLAND ISLANDS GOVERNMENT AIR SERVICE.

2.

3.

U.

5.

6.

Other

For

paid

/Would

there is no flight the next day, the passenger’s name does not 
necessarily appear on the list for the following day* 
flights take place without any notification at all.

COLONIAL MANAGER, 
THE FALKLAND ISLANDS CO, LTD.

Insufficient reliance is placed on Weather Reports from 
Far West Islands which in 8 cases out of 10 denote the 
weather for at least the forenoon.
The reluctance of the Pilot(s) to attempt a West flight 
in the afternoon.
The shortcomings of the Slipway which may now be less, 
after the demolitions carried out by the Navy.
The present system of embarking passengers at Dockyard 
Jetty, though convenient for administrative purposes, 
wastes an hour of flying time.

^^memorandum

Booking:
There is a fault in the booking system somewhere, also in 

the arrangement of flights.
A passenger1s name is announced one evening, but though

Cancellations;
Passengers get exasperated by delays and ride, walk or 

change their plans but neglect to cancel their bookings, 
this they cannot entirely be blamed.

The lack of a West Falkland base. Fox Bay suggests itself, 
having two permanent Government employees (Postmaster and 
Caretaker) who have not enough to do and might be ’encouraged’ 
to service a base to the extent of fitting landing-gear, 
winching the aircraft up a rudimentary Slipway (yrd the 
length of Stanley Slipway) into a three-sided shed, hose 
it down, re-fuel, and accommodate the pilot for a night 
if needs be, at FIGAS expense.
Note:

The more I consider this proposal the better I like it. 
Westers are at present the orphans of the Service. I 
think it would reduce the back log of passengers and 
save fuel.

Ce- x ->

Here are a few reasons why, to my mind, two aircraft and 
two pilots are not coping with the present demand for air 
passages.

The Beaver is seldom airborne before 10.00 a.m. and rarely 
makes two flights a day. The one flight is usually a 
marathon test of endurance for the Pilot.

JO 1.
(.VU.

priorities;
This is tricky. I personally have repeatedly been foiled 

in my desire to be at a certain place on a certain day 
occasions when it would have profited my Company to have 
a premium to get me to that spot in time, but in a Public'Service 
it must not be the long purse which merits priority. The man 
or woman who is paying board in Stanley unnecesiarilv is equally deserving. * y



(st)2

the same day

with the new Transmitter.

more flying hours to complete beforehas x
days.x

a

STAHLEY 
1st May 195U.

I hope there will be something of use in the foregoing to 
Service which is now a permanent feature of our way-of-life, 

and must be maintained, not at all costs for we cannot afford 
that, but on a basis of sound planning and efficiency.

Week-ends and Holidays:
I am convinced that every flying-day except Christmas Day 

should be utilised, equally that there is such a thing as pilot
fatigue, though in this country fatigue is more likely to occur 
from inactivity than otherwise. The early morning flights by 
Auster are praiseworthy, but it is obvious that one similar 
flight by Beaver this week to East Falkland ports would have 
accomplished more than several by Auster.

If both our Pilots could fly both aircraft each could be 
given a complete rest-week one week in four or five, but we would 
expect every flying-day to be used to the full.
Overhauls:

These are of course vital, but is sufficient attention paid 
to them when bookings are accepted? The overhauls are in accord
ance with a set routine every 25 hours, 50 hours etc. and it 
should be clear to the organisers that such and such a flight 
or series of flights booked for a certain period will coincide 
with an overhaul schedule and must be put off. Why then accept?
Communications:

Communications (by Stanley radio) and liason in general 
with the Public are bad at present but we hope will improve 

Broadcast then at frequent intervals

Would it be feasible to raise fares for Preferred Bookings 
and lower them for Deferred? Admittedly one of each class mign^ 
be carried on the same day, but that would be a question of luck.

’’BEAVER
’’AUSTER
’’undergoing an overhaul which will take



1.

full

s

3.

Why are they not to blame?

5.
save

'H.C.S

a
I would still like to

is 
^points
' e

. avoid ms kin. 
off asking 

if

Bookingo

C anc e 13- at ions o

4.

'CONFIDENTIAL.
'z-

s pebble Island 
, although interesting 

are often misleading as they are not backed by instruments.

could more appropriately comment on this,

______ Flights have to be altered to fit in medicals, maturing 
booking? etc, which obviously cause the disruption complained of by 
the C.H. This is just as annoying to the Air Service as the passengers5 
but is inevitable. Unannounced flights do take place I admit, but 
infrequently and normally because I make a private ar ramgement with 
an early morning jassenger the nith before - a matter which only 
indirectly concerns the remainder of the population.

If the Air Service staff are to finish at a reasonable hour 
then a West flight in the afternoon is impossible, unless one stop 
only is intended, which is normally economically impossible.

Priorities. I agree entirely with C.M’s views 
with my own on the subject of the long purse.

I think the bes t 1 aj of co menting upon the C• 
by taking it paragraph by p ragraph, although some •" i * 
interlock and overlap, som- ner^l comments at tr-.j end may 
neceassary. Like yourself, I v.ish that the C.M. could 
cracks when we ask his advice it tends to put one 
foi-* his assistance, and obviously we should not he doing so 
eb e ry thing wa s v o?wc ing we 11J

2O 0. LI. Oo could more appropriately comment on this, but I know for 
a fact that the forecast made at 0900 for the aircraft is based upon 
accurate weather reports from West Point Island 
and Fox Bay - reports from other islands

I do not agree - it does not watse an hour and does in fact
a good deal of time. C.K. does not realise that an aircraft 

has to warm up any- ay, and apart from this, if we wait for passengers 
to turn up at the hangar we get delayed very much longer. Weshould 
also loose time weighing in etc.

The answer here is contained in the lengthy papers dealing 
with flight operations! bri fly it takes 1?, hours to launch the* 
aircraft and collect the passengers from the word go, so the 0. s 
estimate of a start between 1000 and 1030 is approximately correct, 
the weather forecast being received at present at about 0845.
I do not understand his reference to a marathon - presumably he meanf 
the flight shoulo be shorter for the Beaver - the answer is that 
so far as possible we make the Beaver flight to the West with a 
load out and back, leaveing the East to the Auste r if possible. 
Flights never exceed 400 miles (4 hours flying time) and rarely 
exceed five stops (say !•£ hours) - this makes a total of 5^ hours 
which is by no means a test of endurance.

6. I think we should .require an engineer there also. The point is 
that 99% of flights begin or end at Stanley so that is the reason 
why Stanley is the base. It would not in fact save fuel - rather the 
reverse, as the pilot would then fly to Fox Bay for the night instead 
of returning to Stanley. Westers are not orphans - since January 
1st this year, 40% of all passengers carried have been Westers of 
one sort or another. Incidentally, Fox Bay would NOT be a good site.

The slipway has not once delayed us for more than an hour since 
the arrival of the Beaver and in future this delay will not be 
factor to be considered at all - however, 
see it completed.

, which are identical 
I would like him to 

go into greater detail upon his Preferred and Deferred rates before 
commenting on this.
Week-ends & Holidays. Why should we have Christmas Day off ? Since 
Jan 1st this year the Air Service has flown on 68 days out of a 
total of 98 official working days - this means we have flown more 
than two days out of three working days, despite an idaequate 
maintenance staff off two men most of the time to look after* two 
aircraft. Actaully Devrell and I fly an average number of hours for 
this type of flying - we’re not at the top as regards hours, but



and "'e should then require

C omi nun ic a t i o ns © Not properly understood,,

H. M©

: The WhatOverhaul So The best way of answering this one is by example: 
Beaver is due for an overhaul twelve flying hours from now© h___ 
dates does the C.M. think it will fall between? 1 know that it 
occur after four more flying days which may be in. four days time lx 
we have good weather, or if the weather is bad not until a fortnights 
time. I can therefore suspend bookings for the period 10th May 
to 23rd May but that’s the best I can do. It is impossible to 
forecast overhaul dates with any accuracy at all because the weather 
ia not consistent and nor are the duration of the flights©

General© Ths fact is that we are running an Air Service with four 
men, which is too few© But unless we are going to treble our running 
costs, most of Goh’s suggestions are impracticable© For instance, 
I would be willing either to do it myself or engage a pilot who 
would fly every hour possible throughout the year (including Christ 
mas Day), but I should want £3000 per annum to look at it’ If we 
are to expand, then I consider the most economical method would be 
to purchase another Beaver© Without expansion of some form I am 
convinced we arc flying to our limits, and therefore improvement can 
only come in organisation, of the flights© I cannot personally do 
any bett-r than at present, but I would willing accept practicable 
suggestions or hand over the flight planning to anyone who considers they can manage better©

nor are we at the bottom, and in mitigation of our aias
should be remembered that we are flying without many -just 
normally found; we have to assist in other duties
piloting the aircraft; and we have inclement pilots
type of aircraft. I do not understand the remark *ve
being able to fly both aircraft, because this only ipe a
can make two Beaver trips per day, Rnnn cbigger ground staff.
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0270/1?

54.22ncl ■ ay,

2.

paragraph 4*

The Manager,

Vjith regard to the othcx* points raised by 
you I am to offer the following comments:-

Falkland islands Company, Limited, 
STANLEY.

Your paragraph 4. The shortcomings of the slipway 
are now virtually eliminated.

It would be much appreciated if you could 
expand on your Prexcz*red and Dei'orrea bookings 
suggestion as it is felt that some such procedure may 
have to be introduced.

I am directed to refer to your Memorandum dated 
the 3rd of May, 1954? ana to thank yo"Q jlur erll the trouble you have taken in suggesting detailed improve
ments for the Air service.

Your paragraph 6. The suggestion of a west 
Falkland base will be considered, but, as 99% 
of flights begin or end at Stanley, it would 
be no more than a refuge. It is however, 
improbable that fuel would be saved and it is 
also debatable whether1 the westers are orphans 
of the service, since 1/1/54 40% of all 
passengers have been westers of one sort or 
another.

Your paragraph 2. The Meteorological Department 
""and" pl lots~ are^satisfied that all possible 
reliance is placed on Camp reports from which 
accurate wind assessments are principally 
required.

Sir,

Your ,paragraph If the Air Service Staff are 
r*lo“ YlTii's n art- a re a s onub le hour then an afternoon
West flight is impossible unless one stop only 
is made, which is normally uneconomical.

Your paragraph 1. It takes about 1£ hours after 
■receipt of the Meteorological report at 8.45 to 
launch ana warm up the fclane and to collect 
passengers.

Your paragraph 5. Time is not in fact wasted as 
the aircreft~’£s warming up. Dockyard Jetty is 
also a great convenience for passengers without 
transport.



It is not agreed that pci’s ons

If every flying hour

an

Though it is a simple matter to

(Sgd) C. Campbell

COLGi-iIAL SECRETARY.

\\
\

I an,
dir,lour obedient servant,

It is not thought that the public woulu wish bookings suspended over a period of u fortnight.

Cancella tlon.
* .V*J «'<*«• k* -•* >••*. r* t*- -^f •■.^.VJi who la il to caned tlicix’ boo :iagG can be 

absolved from blame.

janeif every Hying hour 
51* evex^y ilylng” aay'Tinclud Ing Chris toos ) were 
to be utilised an increase in pilot and ground 
staff establishment v/ould be required as well so 
a s jcojiu Beaver-.

■ .vextouls. Though it is a simple mattex* to 
calculate the number of flying hours remaining 

before an overhaul, it is vex^z difficult to 
forecast accurately then this will occur> 1'or 
exau[ le 11s the beaver is due for an overhaul 
12 i L/in?: hours from 1st June, she may have 
completed this quota by the bth June or the 12«,th 
accoffin- to the weather an-u the duration of 
flights^

Bookinge it is very dii^icult to devise an 
improvea system owing to the disrupt Lons 
caused by medical other priority flights 
unu adverse weathex1 conditions* Errors unu 
misunderstandings do occur but not to an 
excessive extent* Zi^ilarly unannounced 
flights occasionally -tawo place but these ore 
usually last minute urx^n.-.-uments*

It is Just not possible to do this with a 
Laid coiisisting ol a Hot, a relief Hot, 
.nginecr, a Mechanic (who is on leave aiKi a 

Huadyinan, if they arc to cat, sleep, c ultivate 
their , urdeno^ cut their peat, do house ahores 
etc* and get a reasonable amount of Icisura*



Copy to Senior edicr.l Officer.
MEMORANDUM.

19 5b.26 th. •>.j s
. l...> tif'l.

-----. . w -• VC. « - a »<••«.>

■ he - ol... . u ?irors C'C .„••... ... J S. 'J *

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject ,/?/i/J:f

e^ior " efiec.1ci. uruble

ec t . ic cir4. ••Clt t-

Gervice c.
‘ ■ ttezid ’before1 or.

Jk H,

p

the co? Tit toe ao u.when rcquirecU

./et*
to rc< ccot t: . t

(Sgd) C. Campbell
Colonio1 ' ecrctarye

* 
out Qi' c- ctiGecfision on air
G.inte-<. Gob-coc' It tee

To.t.. ?he.. :inrho.ur. , 
iclef ''ctoarolo^icel Q;£riccx--9

No. 0'70/
It is requested 

P>at, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above 
number and the 
date may be quoted.

t. e - oncurc.Lle . r.

I oiocr’ocy- to cteto V;?t nrlGlc/ 
pa 6 r.agc pr 1 <■• 1/1.1 i c o ’ 1 /< ..; • e < 1. c.y 1 ? i • : 
of ?>:ecctiVG -.’o*cell r.'.j:nnistj nj of tVc 
officer (Ckaiiv^n)t. e . oncuruble . r. cirto::>. cu 'ti-.e conoux*able

i -Ute i.1'!. tr ci. t' '■ •-' C
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54.30th June,

To:

The Colonial Secretary,FSom: STANLEY.

Flying Operations.

LJH.

6^

(Sgd) 0. Campbell
Colonial Secretary.

The Harbour Master,

I am to request that you will supply further details of this*- 
suggested system.

I am directed to state that in a report, on flying operations 
submitted to His Excellency by a sub-committee of Executive Council 
a shift system for operating the Beaver or Beaver/Auster was mentioned.

V/



H.C.S.

shown below (persons

First Shift. 034-5* - 1100.

( S00.4-1100Second Shift.

y

l.VU.

z/

*N

fU \6

There is no doubt that by doing this for six months of the gear 
when daylight permits we could step up the number of passengers flown

Pilot
Ivie ch an ic
Handyman
Clerk/R/T Operator

Harbour haster
Engineer
Handyman
Clerk/R/T Operator

, staff be further 
at least not for this reason - as the amount of extra flying 

obtained will not to my mind counterbalance the additional expenditure
, in money and labour (the latter being the shorter in the Colony),.

I I do not personally rec/ommend that F. I.G. A. S. 
increased - 1

A shift system would be useful in that it would allow the Air Service 
to make more of the ’good weather’ periods than is at present possible. 
But it would entail the increase in staff indicated above,and it would 
then mean that on bad days and during the winter months we should have a 
surplus staff to our requirements. At the discussion with the committee 
it was suggested that no such increase was necessary, my taking out the 
Auster single-handed being quoted as an example. Quite obviously however 
there is a big difference between launching the Auster single-handed 
and launching the Beaver. Also the Auster requires nobody in the office - 
there is no R/T and only one passenger to organise, whereas the mustering 
of five passengers would require more time.

2—»

employed,

//

h

quite appreciably. The snag lies in tra t we have not the staff to deal 
with this. We should require in effect two shifts as 
in red are additional to our present complement)

? As I recall the discussion on this point, the suggestion was thao 
“ch two pilots, one of whom lined early morning flying (?) and the^otner 
liking evening flying, would it not be possible to work a shift system, 
with me taking away the Beaver at (say) 0500 in the morning, returning 
at approximately 10J0 (or earlier if the weather deteriorated); and then 
Devrell take the aircraft out again at 11J0 and fly on until the days 
work is finished.

&

J

But this is not the end of the story: taking next year as an 
example, we shall only have Smith and Jones here together for a matter of 
three/four months during the summer, and for five or six weeks of this time 
they will be underat .king the C.of A. of the Beaver and then a further 
six weeks to overhaul the Auster. If we were working the shift system 
during this period we should therefore require a further handyman in 
the first shift whi.’e the engineer was released to work with the mechanic 
on the Auster for six weeks. Admittedly this handyman could be temporarily 

but it would still cost his wages for that time.
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Meeting of Executive Council
held 19th July, 1954.

O27O/F. 12. F.I.G.A.S. Operations - Sub-Committee*s Report.

Council adopted the Report of the sub-Committee and His excellency
directed that the possibility of varying the R/T wave-length in order to
improve the reception of Camp meteorological forecasts in the early morning
should be investigated.

Acting Clerk of the Executive Council.

J

-
1

Extract from the Minutes of a



To: Superintendent Posts <1 Telegraphs,

To: STANLEY.

F. I< G. A, So Flying Operations,

. ‘2^*

.< ( (
'LJH.

(Sgd) C. Campbell

Colonial Secretary.

/t jib

2?th July,

I arm directed to state that arising out of an investigation into 
F. I.G.A.S. flying operations by a sub-coinmittee of Executive Council 
it transpired that delays occurred owing to the inability on 
occasions to receive Camp meteorological reports over the R/T $ 
in the early mornings.

I am to request that you will advise whether any improvements 
to the R/T reception can be effected * if necessary after 
consultation with the Vireless Communications Committee.

The Colonial Secretary,

5U. f ”
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28th July, 5h.

To:

STANLEY.

F. I. G-. A. S.

I am directed to inform you that His Excellency has noted with
satisfaction the work done by F.I.G. A. S. in connexion with the

Stanley oii this occasion. His Excellency is aware of the extra work
which must have been done by yourself and members of your Department
and has directed that an expression of his appreciation should be
conveyed to you and through you to others concerned.

ORA/LJH.

transportation of people attending the Sheepowners* Association and
Falkland Islands Labour Federation meetings and others visiting

(Sgd) C. Campbell.
Colonial Secretary.

From: The Colonial Secretary,
The Harbour Master,



No 0270/j?

From: Ha rb < :»ur T" • s t •. , r
Subj- ct:-

1954

Y
Horbour Master.

contents 
thr ;ugh

2nd August,
H n.C l.Sc.c,

Fo.Lor-, , 5o

1954,
Th,

Despite the high figure carried by F, I.G. A. S. last month, it 
is satisfactory to note that there arc 45 bookings for the first week 
of August- and 80 ‘bookings for the whole month so far received.

t< know that last month proved the most 
j-.rtment in so far s passengers carried 

totvl of 160 altogether during 
) , b r i ng i ng t he t.t .• 1 

The pr virus best twelve month 
o v’c have almost doubled our pr- vi ms

Q27/A of 28th July, 1954, the 
i me t? thank H.E.

I S'1 With r for' :nc.^-t- .y ur "emo. x
have be n passed t® F.I.G.aTS. staff whe wish 
you for his k i nd m c s s a g e,

The passenger potential for this month must have* been an all-time 
record - I hove no figures for other modes of transport, but I should 
think that the. ’’Fitzroy” must have carried at least fifty camp passenger 
during the month: the ’’Gentoo”, "Protector” and other small craft 
anoth* r thirty, nd. there must also '• till be quite a large number 
who still remain faithful to their four-legged friend - say another 
fifty anyhow - which means that on<-. in three of the camp population 
must have- been on the move during July!

d 4-AUG 1954
WY lSliS®y

It may interest H.’h 
successful so far for the 
is concerned. F. I.G. A.S, cm^ied a ’ 
July (115 in the 3 ..ver and 45 in the Auster) 
for 1954 to 873 in sevcn months, 
period produce- a tot >1 of 850, 
best product!'jn rate,

The ’’Alert” ' Iso carried more camp passengers than ever before 
during the- mconth - twenty p rsons making the trip to or from Berkeley 
Sound in her, and this figure added to the Air Service and the half 
dozen ’’Philomel” passengers makes the tot^l for the Department as 
a whole 186 passengers du^ring July,



~1L,Memorandum.
12.8.5U*

From

? W

Cm'

3. P. T.
12.8.5U

$ fl

Superintendent . • 
posts & .elegraphs 

Stanley.

J0*

Subject. FIGAS Flying Operations.
Your Memo of 27th July. 195^? on FIGAS Flying Operations, I beg to advise 
you that the camp R/T Sets can not be readily adapted co work on frequenc
ies other than 4*5 and 2 me/s so as to meet more suitable conditions.

The conditions for reception have now improved considerably and we are 
working satisfactorily from 8.15 am. There will be a general improvement 
until next winter but, when Fox Bay W/T Station is fitted with its new 
W/T equipment, 
met reports on the r/t frequencies and retransmit them to 
on a more suitable frequency.

To/The Honourable
Vb Colonial Secretary,

Stanley.

when Fox Bay W/T Station is fitted with its 
the operator at Fox Bay may be able to assist in collecting 

the Met Station

■ !
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OPERATIONS.F. I.G.A.3
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H. 11.

/(/t^

^7
t

ou/nr^<- -
a» cM

tz^- 6.'
I( cd

year,
bad flying weather, 
writing.

fa-
!^.

/x C<rfr
Wytr-y^

V l£ .

This overhaul was prolonged by the fact that as it was nearing 
completion the Engineer had to reasseinble the aircraft to have it ready 
to undertake a flight to the assistance of the Auster which was bogged 
down at Chartres during the West Island, mail drop - this mishap was 
caused by a deterioration in the petrol used for refuelling at Chartres 
which resulted in a loss of engine power and serious overheating, the 
latter causing damage to the starboard exhaust manifold.

have occurred, 
future.

Both these mishaps were beyond the control of the pilots and it was 
most unfortu.iate that they should have occurred practically simultaneously 
The accident with the Beaver can only be complete^ safeguarded .against 
if the aircraft can guarantee returning to.base every night - an almost 
impossible thing to arrange. In an exposed anchorage with a prolonged 
gale blowing none but the heaviest of moorings will stand up to the strain 
and even then deterioration of the aircraft through exposure is inevitable 
’.7ith the Auster I perso ally find the safest place for the aircraft is on 
the beach to start with, but we have always been averse to trying this 
with the Beaver owing to the extra weight involved. However, after this 
experience, it has been found that the larger aircraft can be handled 
without too much trouble at settlements where there is a tractor and. 
planks available, and this may well prove to be the answer to the night 
out problem for both aircraft.

It is obvious that these mishaps have caused a bottle-neck with the 
passengers, which will be aggravated by the fact that there will be a 
change-over of pilots during this month and a return of farmers from 
leave in October. To offset this as far as possible, I am taking over the 
flying of the Braver from novz until the new pilot is’ converted, levying' 
Bevrell free to train him on the Auster - with reasonable luck with the 
weather this should not take longer than a week. After that Kerr will 
do his Be .ver conversion and we shall then ’double-bank’ our operations 
by working two shifts with the Beaver until the back-log is reduced to 
reasonable proportions. Except in a case of emergency, I do not intend 
Devrell to fly to the West Falkland after the middle of this month as I 
require him to convert Kerr and also wish to avoid his becoming weather 
bound in his last few days and thus miss his passage in the "Fitzroy”.

j

(s

August proved to be the worst month the Air Service has had tni^ 
and as this was due to mishaps other than those occasioned. oy

I fed s ome explanation should be given yo - ih

Firstly the Beaver was caught in a very exposed anchorage during 
a three day gale which resulted in the chain moorings parting and the. , 
aircraft being driven ashore, fortunately on a soft piece of beach which 
obviated structural damage to the floats. The exposure to the salt ypray 
did however result in the stiffening up of the engine controls and in 
consequence a thorough maintenance inspection was essential upon her 
return to Stanley.

The derioration of the petrol in the dump at Chartres is a completely 
new experience for us. This patrol is sent out in unopened drums and in 
the past has al./ays proved satisfactory. This particular drum was in no 
way exceptional, nor hud it been open any longer than was usual. The 
deterioration was most marked, the drop in power being sufficient to make 
it impossible to take-off under a run of about two miles.’ Immediately 
after the aircraft became airborne it was necessary to land again owing 
to the engine overheating to a dangerous extent.Without facilities for 
chemical analysis of this petrol, it is impossible to say why this should 

nor do I se-. any reasonable means of stopping it in the
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5U.9th September,

To: Harbour Master,
From: The Colonial Secretary, STAIWEY.

g. I.C»_ A. S . Operat ipns.

*7 7 I am directed to refer to your undated Memorandum and to state
that His Excellency is obliged to you for this report and approves the
proposals contained therein.

nr /n.TT r

(Sgd) C. Campbell.
Colonial Secretary.

SV

z
7 ?Z" ‘ 6
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Harbour Master.From: Sec.To:

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL IN STANLEY.

Harbour Master.

1^'1%

M.es,

? A-
i - >,/

!

The Hon. Col.
STANLEY.

2.
Government Jetty

oiTc^

During the summer months we are likely to have three (and 
possibly more) aircraft flying simultaneously in the immediate 
area of Stanley, viz:- 1 Catalina, 1 (possibly 2) Beavers, 1 Auster 
and possibly another Catalina and a helicopter. To handle this traffic 
an A'/T.C. organisation will be essential: for one thing the Student 
Pilot is not experienced: for another, an often experienced 
difficulty when large and small aircraft operate from the' same 
aerodrome is that they take-off and land in different directions.

14th October, 1955.

A signals area is in the process of preparation on the
\, and will be in use by the end of next week. This 

will be useful for training the Student Pilot, and is a justifiable 
charge against the Air Service. I would like however, to improve 
the R/T communications with the aircraft by using the more powerful 
and sensitive radio from the old Norseman in the office to replace r 
the existing camp set. I have consulted the Acting S. of P. & T. 
about this and he considers that this could be done, but would 
require a battery charging set to be installed in the office to 
keep the battery power output up. This charging set could also be 
used to charge the Beaver batteries when required, but I would not 
normally have required one for the Air Service, and I wondered if 
there was any vote for the aerial survey from which the account for 
this could be met (or partially met if you consider part should be 
met by F. I.G. A. S.)?

A- / Y-
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56.18th May,

The Colonial Secretary, STANLEY.From:

Lace Flights.

2.

<•' ( v l~'ADT/VM

It has been observed that on a number of recent 
occasions the ’plane has arrived in Stanley after dark 
or in the dusk.

To: The Harbour Master,

It is fully appreciated that there are occasions 
when a late return to Stanley is unavoidable or is the 
preferable alternative to remaining in the Camp. Never
theless it is desirable that flights should be so planned 
as to ensure that the ’plane does arrive back in Stanley 
before dusk unless circumstances are exceptional.

.. , : t ) ■-10 : ••• or
COLONI AL S ECRETARY. j

J



19 th De cembe r, 57.
To: The Acting Director of Civil

From: The Colonial Secretary.
STAHLEY,

Flying.-*hoekond

(i)

(11)

(ill)

(ivj

In the present cix’cunstanccs I consider that if the

(Sgd.) A. G. Denton Thompson.

COdODIAL SECR&TAKY.

agdt/mc

On the other hand it must be recognised that the 
planes provide an all important service to the 
community as a whole and it is essential to main
tain the high standards that have invariably been 
provided by pilots, engineers and ground staff* 
The Col any now depends to a great extent on the 
Beavers and the department should always, as 
hitherto, do its best to ensure that its commit
ments arc met*

Air Service staff arc us entitled to free weekends 
as any other member of the Government Service.

There are circumstances in 'which weekend flying 
is called for* Firstly all Medical flight 
requirements must be met subject only to"weather 
conditions and the serviceability of the aircraft* 
Secondly if weekend flying: is necessary in order 
to ensure that an outgoing mail connects with the 
•’Darwin”, then such flying should take place. 
Similarly if it is necessary to fly at weekends 
in order to enable passengers to connect with an 
outgoing ship then the aircraft should also be flown. Thirdly^the aircraft should do all it can to ensure 
that special commitments (c*g. the transport of 
children to school or home for Christmas) are met 
even though it may entail flying at a weekend*

Aviation,

I understand you require some guidance on the subject 
of weekend flying*

Generally speaking flying on Saturday afternoons 
and Sundays should, whenever possible, be avoided*

3* In the present ci reacts tuxiuue ± cons mor una'D ir rne 
Air Service is unable to fly on the 20th and ,21st of December, 
it should fly on Sunday the 22nd in order to get the school children home, Sir Brie Bridie (who is leavinr on the next 
Darwin) to Stanley and the camp mail to Stanley to connect 
with the outgoing ’’Darwin”.

2* This is not a matter as regards which it is possible 
to lay down any hard and fast rules and much must depend on 
circumstances prevailing: at the time. Nevertheless you should be guided by the following general principles:-
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GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE.

FALKLAND ISLANDS AND DEPENDENCIES,

SENT.
Number Office of Origin Words DateHanded in at

20.2.58-

Immediate.To
H.O. A/CHis Excellency the Governor, H.M.S. "Protector”

No.l. Beaver crashed on take off yesterday and overturned
at Douglas Station stop No casualties or injuries stop Position
is that probably best and possibly only chance of salvage is by

itShackleton” if we are to save the plane stop I had arrangedusing
for "Shackleton” to sail 5a.m. this morning for Douglas Station

Unfortunately on casting off she got a great deal of nylon
rope round her screw and I cannot say at the moment when we

light of commitments South stop

GOVERNOR’S DEPUTY.

Confirmatory copy phoned to W/T Station at 0915.Time

will be able to sail her stop Grateful to know immediately
M r'maximum time you can permit Shackleton to remain here in

and was wiring you this schedule to see how much time you could 
give me with the ’’Shackleton before she must sail South stop
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r
ITEM.NEWS

For Tonight’s news please.

SGT/MC

si

A third engine will arrive from England in the next sailing 
This engine has recently "been completely over

will he fitted, 
locally.

One of the two engines held in the Colony has now heen 
shipped in the R.R.S. “John Biscoe” to England where a new part

It was not possible for this to he done

Listeners will no douht he interested to hear the latest 
rews of the Air Service.

Government has ordered a new Beaver aircraft from Canada 
and this is expected to arrive in the June ’’Darwin”.

A new part for the remaining engine has heen ordered and 
this should arrive in the May ’’Darwin”. If this part corrects 
the trouble that has heen experienced with the particular engine, 
and it is hoped that it will, one aircraft should he flying by 
the end of May.

of the ’’A.E.S.” hauled.
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D. C. A.

Suggestion.

one

21, C, 3,

actual figure is required.

a

solely

If at all near the end. of the period, then Miss Halliday 
should, warn those wishing to book return flights.

Number of flying hours completed, at end of each day should 
be noted at the office.

1st November, 1%1. 
RHDM/EH ,

What one wants to avoid is those who don’t have to go out 
but must be back by a certain date being taken out and stranded 
because the possibility of the plane being taken off for in
spection was never contemplated.

As I say, above is only a suggestion, but I believe you 
will be able to work out something on these lines to prevent 
unnecessary inconvenience.

The above is presumably only needed when we are down to 
plane anyhow.

There are 
operations that 

guarantee of a return flight even if I did know 
how many hours

With reference 
think any additional 
necessary to achieve 
this guarantee may he worth -

ion,

so many variants in non schedule flying 
I would not he prepaired to give anyone

to the above suggestion, t do not 
record of aircraft flving times is athe gua^itee required above - whatever

■ s three separate records of 
each aircraftfis flying time is maintained in the hangar and 
it is a comparitively simple operation to phone the hangar 
as and when the

exactly
an aircraft had to complete before inspect!

n r would definitely discourage a person, ;;ho and j ^leave townhut must be back by a certain date

journey at all, especially in the .Midland iXZ^ere a whole weeks operations can be made up 
of priority or Medical commitments.
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